Case Study

Gasco Utilities Ltd

Introduction
Gasco Utilities is a premier multi-utility, groundworks and reinstatement contractor
located in Cambridgeshire and able to operate nationally. Due to the wide-ranging
activities, it can offer, it boasts the ability to deliver an entire project from marking and
breaking ground to final reinstatement. The business prides itself on being able to
understand the needs of its customers and maintain flexibility during delivery.
Emma Cable, Transport Manager, has been managing vehicles and drivers since 2008. She
now is responsible for the Gasco fleet that ranges from HGV’s 32T – 7.5T to high-top vans,
tippers, dropsides up to 3.5T, car-derived vans, 4x4’s and cars.

Challenges
When Emma first started with Gasco there was no management system in place. It was
difficult to control the whole fleet and the filing system was all paper based and not stored in
a manageable way. Having worked with fleet for many years, an online management system
was something Emma has always used. She needed to find something that would not only
be compliant for the HGV’s but also cover the whole fleet, including plant.
Emma said “Before using FleetCheck, every day was an incredibly challenging day. A few
systems had been trialled for the management system and various ways of documenting, but
nothing covered as many areas as FleetCheck does.”

How FleetCheck helped
Using FleetCheck allows Emma to have a full view of the whole fleet on one screen. All the
drivers are using the FleetCheck Driver app, and they have instant communication for daily
checks and defects.
The traffic light system that FleetCheck runs allows Emma to plan better and make sure
nothing is missed. She has created their own vehicle checklists using the mobile settings and
has also created audits to be completed off-site where needed.
Emma said “There are so many reports available that you can always get the information
needed easily. Due to this being an online system, you have access wherever you are in the
world.”

Results and ROI
Some Gasco client requirements are for them to be FORS accredited. Because FleetCheck
has been chosen as the platform to power FORS FMS it was easy for Gasco to move
towards accreditation.
Emma said “Once the system is set up, we had everything we needed in one place. When
we first started the journey towards FORS it became obvious that a good management
system was required. We started using all the toolkits and the basic versions and spent the
time needed to understand the system and to set it up correctly. “
When we were ready to apply for the FORS Bronze audit the FleetCheck system captured
everything, reducing the time needed to submit the evidence required. We can’t thank the
team at FleetCheck enough for designing the system and the ease of the platform to work
on.”
She concludes “The support from FleetCheck has possibly been the best I have
experienced with regular check-ups from the teams. The response to any questions I have
asked are quickly followed up with full support. I would most definitely recommend
FleetCheck, it has made my life so much easier, it virtually runs itself. “
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